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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. To When Christ returns He is going to give
us antigravity vehicles, teleportation, a batttery that runs on gravity waves, so that wherever there
is gravity throughout the universe there is power. Also note the universal gravitational constant.
Jesus will also give us the ability to take 3-D space cut through it in teleportation or harness it to
produce energy for our spaceships factories. Jesus is also going to give us the Replicator like on Star
Trek we will be able to take dirt produce food or cars from dirt directly. We can change dirt into any
element we want with Transmutation capability or Angel Technology. Also Jesus is going to give us
the Educator machine that takes Computer Data implants it into our brain or memory, so that we
can understand gain hundreds of college degrees in seconds for everyone. Jesus is also going to
give us Robots, almost as intelligent as humans, made out of forcefields so we can carry them in our
smartphones, but able to move mountains or take care of little babies. Jesus will enhance
Computer...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication could be worthy of a study, and superior to other. it was writtern extremely perfectly and beneficial. I am just easily could possibly get a
delight of reading through a published pdf.
-- Prof. Bernie Torphy-- Prof. Bernie Torphy

I just started o  reading this article ebook. It is actually writter in basic words and not confusing. I am just very happy to let you know that this is the best
ebook i actually have read through inside my individual daily life and can be he finest ebook for possibly.
-- Dayne Johns-- Dayne Johns
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